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Abstract: Liquid dielectrics are different from each other, but are used to perform the same tasks
in high-voltage electrical equipment, especially transformers. In similar conditions, the insulation
performance of transformer oils under different types of voltage will provide dielectric resistance. In
this study, three different dielectric liquids applied in transformers, namely mineral oil, natural ester
and synthetic ester, were tested. Tests under AC and negative DC voltage were performed at electrode
gaps of 2.5 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm using disk and VDE type electrodes as per ASTM D1816-84A and
ASTM D877-87 standards, respectively. In turn, the impulse voltage tests were performed under an
electrode configuration suggested by the IEC 60897 standard. The current data of 500 ms prior to
breakdown under AC electrical field stress was decomposed using the empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) and variational mode decomposition (VMD) methods. These analyses were conducted before
the full electrical breakdown. Although synthetic ester has the highest dielectric strength under
AC and negative DC electrical field stress, mineral oil has been assessed to be the most resistant
liquid dielectric at lightning impulse voltages. In addition, stabilization of mineral oil under AC and
negative DC voltage was also seen to be good with the help of calculated standard deviation values.
However, synthetic ester has a significant advantage, especially in terms of dielectric performance,
over mineral oil in spite of the stability of mineral oil. This indicates that liquid dielectric selection for
transformers must be carried out as a combined evaluation of multiple parameters.

Keywords: dielectric liquid; transformer; breakdown voltage; partial discharge; electrical stress

1. Introduction

Electrical and thermal constraints significantly affect the operating conditions of an
electrical machine. Transformers, the main source of energy supply for most of the equip-
ment used in industry, are also exposed to such stresses throughout their operating life [1,2].
The insulating materials in a high-voltage transformer work under a serious electrical
field. For liquid dielectrics, commonly used for insulation and cooling in transformers,
the electrical field exposure is one of the most significant types of stress. Due to the local
high electric stress, partial discharges (PDs) may occur in the liquid dielectric materials
and eventually may cause a complete electrical breakdown of the whole insulating system
of the transformer [3,4]. This condition, which leads to severe energy shortages, must be
well analyzed, and periodic maintenance carried out without setbacks. Otherwise, it will
cause serious financial losses as the power to industrial equipment will be cut off. One of
the best ways to avoid transformer failure is to choose the right liquid insulator for the
planned conditions of transformer operation. There are many types of liquid dielectrics
on the market. However, the healthy operating life of a transformer depends largely on
the choice of insulating liquid, both from the viewpoint of high dielectric strength as well
as the thermal properties of the liquid [5,6]. In general, mineral oils are offered as the
cheapest solution for isolation in transformers, with well-recognized properties in terms of
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the dielectric strength provided. However, synthetic and natural esters are chosen more and
more often due to their biodegradability and better aging behavior than mineral oils [7–9].

Transformers are exposed to high electrical field stresses with different characteristics
throughout their operating life. These stresses vary depending on the time specific to the
type of voltage. One of the most affected components in transformer insulating systems
is the liquid dielectric material. Independently of the use of mineral oil, natural ester or
synthetic ester in the transformer, these liquids may lose their dielectric properties under
AC, DC and lightning impulse voltages (LIVs) [5–11].

In general, when comparing the liquids under the different voltage stresses, opposite
results have been obtained between the AC and LI voltages. This means that in terms
of AC voltage, there are no big differences between the liquids, no matter which type of
electrode arrangement is applied. When mushroom electrodes are considered, the value
of AC breakdown voltage (AC BDV) is at least higher than 60 kV, but this value is often
higher than 70 kV. For example, in [12], the ester liquids and mineral oil were compared
statistically by applying Gaussian and Weibull distributions to analyze 100 measurement
results for AC BDV. The analysis showed a strong similarity between the liquids, such that
all may be considered capable of use as transformer liquid insulation. Similarly, in [13],
the authors found that, in a quasi-uniform electric field (sphere electrodes with a 2.5 mm
gap), the differences between the liquids were minimal; the synthetic ester had an AC-BDV
intermediate between those of the natural esters and mineral oils tested in the studies. The
same observations were noticed in [14]. However, the data on the influence of moisture
on AC BDV, commonly quoted when comparing esters and mineral oils, presented higher
resistance of the esters to moisture content in their volume [15]. In turn, in [16], the benefits
of using esters were shown in terms of the influence of conducting particles on the AC-
BDV. In an electrode system consisting of two parallel plane electrodes with a 10 mm
gap, it was found that the conductive particles significantly reduced the AC BDV, but
this reduction was more visible in the case of mineral oil; under the higher viscosity of
ester liquids, the motion of the conductive particles is slower than in mineral oil, and this
results in higher dielectric strength of esters. When comparing DC stress, the results were
slightly comparable to those obtained for AC voltage. There were no obvious differences
in terms of DC BDV between esters and mineral oil when a uniform field was considered.
However, when a point-to-sphere electrode arrangement was analyzed, mineral oil was
characterized by higher DC-BDV for both voltage polarities and independently of the
considered electrode gaps [17,18].

For LI BDV, a wide range of study results of comparative nature were presented in [19].
The authors found that mineral oil had a slightly higher value of LI BDV independently of
the voltage polarity (quasi uniform field represented by sphere–sphere gap). A reduction
of 15% was noticed in the case of esters. In turn, when the 1% breakdown probability was
compared, the results were more favorable for ester liquids. The 1% LI-BDVs for esters
were 153.1 kV and 151.0 kV for synthetic ester and natural ester, respectively, which were
only slightly lower than the corresponding 1% LIBDV for mineral oil (156.7 kV).

Analyzing a non-uniform field in [20], the authors assessed esters and mineral oil
based on the IEC 60897 standard [21]. They noticed similar values of LI-BDV for the liquids
considered, with small deviations in favor of the esters at a positive polarity and in favor
of the mineral oil at negative polarity. In another work [22], the results were compared in
terms of a point–sphere electrode system and 5 and 10 cm electrode gaps. The LI voltage
applied to the electrode setup was 0.5/1400 µs. Comparing the results for esters with those
for mineral oil indicated worse ester behavior. While for the 5 cm gap and positive polarity,
the differences were not high, for the 10 cm gap and a positive polarity with both gaps at
negative polarity, the differences between esters and mineral oil reached 50 kV.

A summary of LI BDV for a variety of gaps in a point–plane electrode setup was
presented in [23]. The conclusion was that as the electrode gap increases, the differences
between esters and mineral oil are larger, obviously in favor of mineral oil.
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From the above, it may be difficult to definitively state whether ester liquids are similar
to mineral oil in terms of dielectric strength, in general. Depending on the types of voltage
applied and types of electrode systems used in experimental studies, the conclusions
are different. For uniform fields, ester liquids may be treated as liquids with dielectric
properties similar to those of mineral oil; however, in a non-uniform electric fields, the
conclusions are not so optimistic; ester liquids show some negative traits, especially for
larger electrode gaps.

Because the liquid dielectrics community still awaits results showing changes in
the dielectric properties of the new liquids when considering the influence of different
factors [24,25], in this study, the authors propose an examination of three different liquids
under three different types of electrical stresses. The following liquids, mineral oil, natural
ester and synthetic ester, were tested under AC, negative DC and negative LI voltages.
The AC and negative DC voltage experiments used the electrodes suggested by the ASTM
D1816-84A and ASTM D877-87 standards [26,27] to demonstrate the specificity of the
impact of electric field distribution on the behavior of the liquid dielectrics tested. Since
the LIV-based tests were original in nature, the relevant test procedure was borrowed
from the IEC 60897 standard [21]. As a supplement to the typical AC BDV measurements,
the current signal data obtained during those measurements were decomposed using the
variational mode decomposition (VMD) method. In addition, in order to achieve a more
precise comparison, analyses were performed using empirical mode decomposition to
decompose from high-frequency components to low-frequency components, exactly the
opposite of VMD.

2. Materials and Methods

As was mentioned above, AC voltage tests were performed according to the ASTM
D1816-84a and ASTM D877-87 standards. Disc and VDE type (mushroom) electrodes, both
made of brass material, were used within the scope of these standards. An actual view is
presented in Figure 1. The disc electrode had a diameter of 36 mm and a thickness of 1 cm.
To mount the electrodes facing each other on the electrode assembly, supportive rods 8 mm
in diameter and 4 cm long were attached as supports from the center of the disc. The curve
at which the cap/mushroom point of the VDE electrode begins to form had a radius of
4 mm. The vertical height of the mushroom was 36 mm in diameter, and also, the distance
from the middle of the back point to the tip of the head was 13 mm.

Figure 1. VDE (left) and disc (right) electrodes used in experiment.

The electrodes were fixed with the help of an electrode mounting apparatus on a
wooden base, and the electrode holder points were made of steel material (Figure 2). The
test cell was made of borosilicate material and had dimensions of 200 × 100 × 142 mm and
a thickness of 4 mm. During the experiments, 2 liters of transformer oil were filled into the
test cell.
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Figure 2. Electrode holder assemblies (left—VDE, right—disc electrode).

In AC and negative DC experiments, tests were carried out with 2.5 mm, 2 mm and
1 mm electrode gaps. These precise gaps were adaptively adjusted thanks to special-made
electrode holders. A testing transformer with a nominal power of 10 kVA and a turn ratio
of 230 V/100 kV was used to generate AC high voltage. The voltage was measured using
an HV capacitive divider. In turn, the negative DC voltage was generated using the same
laboratory equipment, but with a connection to a high-voltage circuit with high-voltage
rectifier. In addition, a second divider was applied for measuring DC voltage.

The voltage rise rate was adjusted to 0.5 kV/s for the VDE electrode arrangement and
3 kV/s for the disc electrode, as required by the above-mentioned standards. In both cases,
an automatic increment function was applied with the help of a control unit integrated
with the testing transformer and voltage divider. This system was used in the same way
for the AC and negative DC voltage experiments. In addition, current data were collected
from a 215 Ω resistor connected to the primary winding of the transformer. The flowing
current was measured with a high-sensitivity BNC cable by means of a digital phosphor
oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO3054) with a 500 MHz bandwidth and 2.5 GS/s sampling rate.
The data were recorded with a USB memory disc and then transferred to the computer.

In the LIV tests, a point–plane electrode arrangement was used, an electrode config-
uration typically applied in such studies. The impulse voltage was obtained through a
six-stage Marx generator with maximum voltage of 500 kV and an energy level of 2.2 kJ.
The impulse voltage provided the 1.2/50 µs negative standard lightning impulse. The
needle electrode had a length of 4 cm and a radius of curvature of 50 µm and was made of
wolfram. The grounded electrode was cylindrical with a diameter of 13 cm and a thickness
of 2 cm. The distance between the two electrodes was adjusted to be 25 mm based partially
on the IEC 60897 standard. Actual views of the needle electrode and electrode arrangement
placed inside the test cell are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Actual view of needle electrode (left) and electrode setup placed inside the test cell (right).
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In the LI tests, the impulse voltage was measured with a peak voltmeter device
over a resistive voltage divider of ratio equal to 1000. In addition, the light emitted by
discharge was also measured with a high-sensitivity optical instrument (photomultiplier).
All measurements were made on the same oscilloscope via BNC cable. All experiments
were carried out at the High Voltage Laboratory of the Lodz University of Technology
Institute of Electrical Power Engineering.

The liquids tested were commercially available products, representative of the given
liquid types. Their fundamental parameters, taken from the datasheets of the products, are
listed in Table 1. The liquids were verified initially in terms of moisture content, measured
using the Karl Fischer method, to avoid a potential influence from moisture on the actual
dielectric properties. The results for measured moisture content were 14 ppm, 42 pm and
46 ppm, respectively, for the mineral oil, natural ester and synthetic ester.

Table 1. Fundamental parameters of the liquid tested.

Parameter/Unit Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

Electrical permittivity 2.2 3.1 3.2
Dielectric dissipation factor at 90 ◦C 0.001 0.027 0.007

Viscosity at 40 ◦C/[mm2/s] 9.5 37 28
Density at 20 ◦C/[g/cm3] 0.87 0.92 0.97

Flash Point/[◦C] 150 350 260
Pour Point/[◦C] −51 −31 −60

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. AC Voltage Experiments

AC high-voltage stress experiments were repeated 5 times for each electrode gap. The
arithmetic mean of the breakdown voltages (BDVs), which were measured in each of the
5 repetitions, was calculated as shown in Equation (1), and the AC BDV value of each test
liquid was obtained.

x =
1
5 ∑5

i=1 xi (1)

where x is breakdown voltage, xi is the breakdown voltage at the ith repetition.
In experiments performed with mineral oil in the VDE electrode arrangement, AC

breakdown voltages were measured as 23.64 kV, 21.28 kV and 15.36 kV at the 2.5 mm, 2 mm
and 1 mm electrode gaps, respectively. It was observed that the breakdown voltage value
decreased as the distance between electrodes decreased. For the BDV, a drop of 9.98% was
observed when the electrode gap was 2 mm, and of 27.81% at the 1 mm electrode gap. The
AC breakdown voltages of natural ester at the 2.5 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm electrode gaps were
measured as 33.24 kV, 30.7 kV and 16.18 kV, respectively. It is known that the dielectric
resistance of synthetic ester is higher than that of other liquids. In the experiment, the AC
breakdown voltage for this liquid was measured as 43.84 kV, 32.02 kV and 18.76 kV at the
2.5 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm electrode gaps, respectively. The synthetic ester stood out as a
liquid insulator with the highest breakdown voltages and the best dielectric performance.
However, at the lowest electrode gap, the BDV difference between the liquids gradually
decreased. Synthetic ester had a higher breakdown voltage of 3.4 kV compared to mineral
oil and 2.58 kV compared to natural ester when the distance between electrodes was
1 mm. A summary of the AC breakdown voltages for all liquids considered under the two
electrode arrangements is shown in Table 2. A graph showing the BDVs under the VDE
electrode configuration is presented in Figure 4.
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Table 2. AC BDV values.

Electrode Type Gap
(mm) Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

VDE
2.5 23.64 33.24 43.84
2 21.28 30.7 32.02
1 15.36 16.18 18.76

Disc
2.5 24 27.2 30.7
2 15.78 20.64 26.94
1 5.12 8.36 14.54

Figure 4. AC BDV—VDE type electrodes.

As can be seen, the larger the electrode gaps, the wider the measured differences
in AC BDV between the liquids, while this value narrowed between the liquids as the
electrode gap decreased in the VDE electrode system. After the first electron break off under
high voltage stress, ionization, which is the first step in the full discharge process, begins.
Electrons travel very quickly to reach the opposite electrode by colliding swiftly with
neutral atoms and form a conductive bridge. However, if the distance is short, avalanche
formation and the conductor bridge take place in a shorter time [28,29].

The disc electrode was structurally different from the mushroom electrode, having a
geometric structure with flat surfaces. Electric field lines were formed at the same distance
on the faces of the two electrodes facing each other. In conclusion, the ratio of the diameter
to the electrode gap was the same everywhere and greater than 10-fold. In this case, the
electric field was anticipated to be more uniform at the disk electrode. Therefore, higher
breakdown voltages were expected to be measured. However, in the experiments, it was
observed that the results were different from the expectations in general. In the experiments
carried out with mineral oil in the disk electrode arrangement, the AC breakdown voltage
was measured as 24 kV, 15.78 kV and 5.12 kV at the 2.5 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm electrode
gaps, respectively. The BDV of mineral oil was slightly higher under the disc electrode
configuration at the widest electrode gap compared to that under the VDE electrode system.
Mineral oil appears to perform well in a uniform electric field with a high electrode gap.
When the breakdown voltage was compared with that obtained with the VDE electrode,
it was seen that the difference was greatest with the narrowest electrode gap. The AC
breakdown voltages of natural ester at the 2.5 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm electrode gaps were
measured as 27.2 kV, 20.64 kV and 8.36 kV under the disc electrode arrangement. Natural
ester showed a different dielectric behavior compared to mineral oil. The BDV decreased
at all electrode gaps, and the difference with mineral oil at the narrowest electrode gap
was reduced. The natural ester had a significantly lower breakdown voltage than in the
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case with the VDE electrode arrangement as the electrode gap decreased. The measured
isolation resistance of the synthetic ester was higher than that of the other liquids under
the VDE electrode configuration. The AC breakdown voltages for this liquid with the disc
electrode system were measured as 30.7 kV, 26.94 kV and 14.54 kV at the 2.5 mm, 2 mm and
1 mm electrode gaps, respectively. When using a disc electrode, the oil with the highest
breakdown voltage was the synthetic ester liquid. The graph in Figure 5 summarizes the
AC breakdown voltages of all oils under the disc electrode system configuration.

Figure 5. AC BDV—disc type electrodes.

Mineral oil showed better performance under the disc electrode configuration at the
larger electrode gaps. In all other cases, all liquids had lower breakdown voltages under
the disc electrode arrangement. The largest difference was measured for the synthetic
ester at the 2.5 mm electrode gap. In addition, the numerical values of the differences
between the breakdown voltages of the oils at all electrode gaps under the disc electrode
system showed more stable behavior. This was due to the fact that a more uniform electric
field was obtained when the disc electrode setup was used. Although the disc electrodes
created a more uniform electric field, the edge area responsible for the so-called edge effect
caused a reduction in the breakdown voltage by increasing the local electric field stress
around the mentioned edges. The breakdown voltage differences between the two electrode
arrangements can provide information in terms of dielectric performance. However, the
standard deviations (s) in the standards followed in the experiments must be calculated.
The formulas used for calculation of the standard deviation are shown in Equation (2) for
the ASTM D1816-84a standard and in Equation (3) for the ASTM D877-87 standard.

s =
√

0.25 ∗
[(

∑5
i=1 x2

i

)
−
(

5 ∗ x2
)]

(2)

s =
√

0.5 ∗
[(

∑5
i=1 x2

i

)
−
(

5 ∗ x2
)]

(3)

The standard deviation values calculated using these equations are shown in Table 3.
As long as the s/x value according to both standards did not exceed 0.15 too much, it was
assumed that the tests were performed properly. These calculated values are listed in Table 4.
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Table 3. Standard deviations for AC BDV test results.

Electrode Type Gap
(mm) Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

VDE
2.5 1.24 2.17 8.25
2 1.98 3.23 4.83
1 1.93 0.74 1.77

Disc
2.5 1.73 3.79 3.49
2 2.32 2.68 1.28
1 0.52 1.03 0.74

Table 4. Standard deviation/BDV (s/x) for AC BDV test results.

Electrode Type Gap
[mm] Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

VDE
2.5 0.052 0.065 0.188
2 0.093 0.105 0.150
1 0.125 0.045 0.094

Disc
2.5 0.072 0.139 0.113
2 0.146 0.129 0.047
1 0.102 0.122 0.051

As can be clearly seen from Table 3, the standard deviation values dropped as the
electrode gaps decreased in general. The exact opposite situation occurred for mineral
oil under the VDE electrode arrangement. Therefore, this means that the ionization and
subsequent electron movements of the mineral oil were dissimilar. Synthetic ester liquid
had the largest standard deviation values. Higher voltage levels were achieved in the
experiments with this oil. In repeated full-discharge processes, the differences between
the numerical values of the BDVs were larger in comparison to those of the other two
oils. This is why the standard deviations were large for the synthetic ester. The values in
Table 4 show the required ratios, which are a clue for the stabilization of the oils’ behaviors,
according to the ASTM standards. If these ratios had smaller values, it would mean that
the respective oil exhibited more stable behavior in repeated experiments. Mineral oil,
when tested with the 2.5 mm and 2 mm electrode gaps, and natural ester liquid with the
1 mm electrode gap showed more stable behavior under the VDE electrode arrangement.
This was also an indication/determinant of why the mineral oil had the worst isolation
durability at the minimum gap under this electrode configuration. In the disc electrode
system, the s/x values only for the natural ester liquid showed a decreasing tendency as
the electrode gap decreased. This can be interpreted as meaning that the sharp corner effect
was less for the natural ester. The values in Tables 3 and 4 reveal whether the tested oil
will exhibit stable behavior or not under high electric field stress. The determination of
which oil is superior in terms of dielectric performance can be understood by examining
the breakdown voltages. However, considering the operating voltage of the transformer to
be used, the stability of the oils is also important for liquid dielectric selection.

3.2. Negative DC Voltage Experiments

For the DC voltage experimental studies, the tests were carried out with the same
electrode configurations as used in the AC tests. The voltage rise ratio per second according
to the ASTM D1816-84a and ASTM D877-87 standards was applied in the same way. In
the experiments with positive DC voltage, the breakdown voltages were observed to be
in ranges similar to the AC breakdown voltages. Therefore, the experiments were carried
out under only negative DC voltage. Thus, this provided an opportunity to investigate the
breakdown voltage behavior under negative electric field stress, where the first ionization
starts in any insulator. Table 5 lists the breakdown voltages of the three different liquid
dielectric materials under negative direct voltage stress in accordance with both standards.
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The BDVs in the table are the arithmetic means of the voltage values obtained from five
test repetitions. In addition, graphs comparing the breakdown voltages between the tested
oils are given in Figures 6 and 7.

Table 5. Negative DC BDV values.

Electrode Type Gap
(mm) Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

VDE
2.5 32.5 32.38 39.92
2 23 24.8 33.68
1 13.02 17.46 20.602

Disc
2.5 28.6 32.04 38.82
2 19.9 20.82 30.2
1 11.74 13.66 16.86

Figure 6. Negative DC BDV—VDE type electrodes.

Figure 7. Negative DC BDV—disc type electrodes.

To obtain a more meaningful comparison of negative DC breakdown voltage values
with their AC high-voltage counterparts, the absolute values should be taken into account.
Otherwise, since the values are negative, the lowest absolute value of breakdown voltage
will correspond to the highest value. In this case, a more accurate examination can be
impossible. Under the VDE electrode system, mineral oil appeared to have better dielectric
performance in DC voltage tests when the electrode gaps were wider. Although the negative
DC BDVs for the natural ester liquid at the 2.5 mm and 1 mm electrode gaps were closely
similar to their corresponding values under AC voltage, worse dielectric performance
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was observed under negative DC voltage at the 2 mm gap. Synthetic ester liquid, on the
other hand, had a lower breakdown voltage value under negative DC voltage in the VDE
electrode arrangement at only the 2.5 mm electrode gap.

With the disc electrode arrangement, all oils had better dielectric strength under
negative DC voltage at the 1 mm and 2.5 mm gaps, which were the minimum and maximum
electrode gaps. Mineral oil and synthetic ester liquid at the 2 mm electrode gap had higher
breakdown voltages under negative DC high-voltage stress, while for natural ester liquid,
the corresponding value was almost the same as its AC breakdown voltage at that gap.

The numerical differences in breakdown voltages between mineral oil and natural ester
in the VDE electrode system under negative DC voltage were diminished by increasing the
electrode gap. In the AC voltage tests, as stated, the mineral oil has such breakdown voltage
values that were similar to each other in five test repetitions. Since the DC voltage did
not change with time and had a constant polarity only during application, the mineral oil
increased its dielectric performance more than did natural ester liquid when the electrode
gap was increased. With the increasing electrode gap in the VDE electrode arrangement, the
breakdown voltage of the synthetic ester liquid showed an increasing behavior compared to
the other oils. This behavior showed the same trend in the disc electrode system. Table 6 shows
the numerical differences in breakdown voltage between the VDE and disc electrode systems
under negative DC voltage. Similarly, the differences between the breakdown voltages are
listed in Table 7 by comparing them with those under the AC voltage. These differences were
calculated based on the absolute values of the negative DC breakdown voltages.

Table 6. Difference in negative DC BDV comparing electrode types (VDEBDV—DISCBDV).

Gap
(mm) Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

2.5 3.9 0.34 1.1
2 3.1 3.98 3.48
1 1.28 3.8 3.742

2.5 3.9 0.34 1.1
2 3.1 3.98 3.48
1 1.28 3.8 3.742

Table 7. Difference in BDV comparing AC and DC voltage (DCBDV—ACBDV).

Electrode Type Gap
(mm) Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

VDE
2.5 8.86 −0.86 −3.92
2 1.72 −5.9 1.66
1 −2.34 1.28 1.842

Disc
2.5 4.6 4.84 8.12
2 4.12 0.18 3.26
1 6.62 5.3 2.32

As can be seen from Table 6, the liquid dielectrics had higher breakdown voltages
under negative DC voltage in the VDE electrode arrangement. However, the breakdown
voltage differences between two electrode arrangements were generally larger under AC
voltage. The ionization process was more stable under the voltage with a single polarity and
constant value depending on time. Under AC voltage, ionization generally starts in negative
polarity, and a fully conductive path between the electrodes occurs in positive polarity.
The most important factor causing breakdown is the ongoing ionization process. Under
AC voltage, the oils repaired themselves easily when exposed to continually changing
polarity at a specific frequency, as a function of time. Because the self-recovering degree
and behavior are different between oils, it resulted in larger BDV differences between the
two electrode configurations in the AC voltage tests. Since the negative DC voltage had
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only one polarity, a continuous and faster ionization took place in the oils. This situation
was the same for both electrode systems. Therefore, the measured differences between the
breakdown voltages were smaller values. As seen in Table 7, lower BDVs were recorded
in the AC voltage experiments under the disc electrode arrangement. The reason for the
higher breakdown voltage measurements with the disc electrode system under negative
DC voltage was due to the fact that the sharp corner effect has less influence at constant
voltage. In addition, a single-polarity constant voltage created a more uniform electric field
between the opposing surfaces of the discs.

The standard deviation values in Table 8 were calculated by taking the absolute values
of the negative DC breakdown voltages and using the formulas in Equations (2) and (3).
In addition, the s/x values giving information about the stable states of the oils are listed
in Table 9.

Table 8. Standard deviations for negative DC BDV test results.

Electrode Type Gap
(mm) Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

VDE
2.5 6.00 2.36 8.08
2 2.12 1.78 2.14
1 1.58 1.05 0.47

Disc
2.5 6.37 3.13 8.64
2 1.26 1.72 4.04
1 3.42 3.42 3.89

Table 9. Standard deviation/BDV (s/x) for negative DC BDV test results.

Electrode Type Gap
(mm) Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

VDE
2.5 0.18 0.07 0.20
2 0.09 0.07 0.06
1 0.12 0.06 0.23

Disc
2.5 0.22 0.10 0.22
2 0.06 0.08 0.13
1 0.29 0.25 0.23

In the disc electrode arrangement, except for the 1 mm electrode gap, the standard
deviation values decreased as the gap decreased, as was the case under AC voltage. These
values for synthetic ester liquid in the VDE electrode system showed a decreasing trend
under negative DC voltage. In the other oils, there was a behavior that changed according
to the electrode gap. Under this voltage type, the standard deviation usually had higher
values in the disc electrode configuration. The stability of the mineral oil in the VDE
electrode arrangement was negatively affected under constant direct voltage at the 2.5 mm
gap. For this oil, similar values were seen at the other two electrode gaps, as calculated
under AC voltage. In the same electrode arrangement, the stability of the synthetic ester
liquid was the most negatively affected among the liquid dielectrics. In the disc electrode
system, the measured BDVs of the oils were higher under negative direct voltage. However,
it was observed that the stable states of the oils changed in a disruptive way, especially
at the 1 mm electrode gap. In repetitions of the experiments at the minimum gap, similar
values of breakdown voltages were observed for natural ester liquid. Therefore, the stability
of natural ester liquid at the 1 mm gap was better than that of the other oils. From this
point of view, the dielectric performance of the oils should be evaluated by how much they
maintain their stable state as well as their breakdown voltage values.
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4. Current Signal Decomposition Methods

At the operating frequency of 50 Hz, current signals were obtained depending on time
over the resistance in the primary winding of the testing transformer. The waveforms of
the current signals had the property of a time-dependent with increasing trend according to
voltage rising speed of both ASTM standards. This provided us with the ability to follow the
process causing the electrical breakdown more closely with the help of separating the signals
into narrower time intervals. The measured current signals were decomposed using empirical
mode decomposition (EMD) and variational mode decomposition (VMD) methods. Although
EMD is a well-known method, VMD stands out as a new signal decomposition approach that
has become popular in recent years. In both methods, the selected signal should change over
a period of time in order to achieve more effective decomposition.

Using the EMD method, after the peaks in the upper and lower parts of the signal
were detected, upper and lower curvatures were produced to achieve cubic interpolation at
these points [30]. After calculating automatically, the average between the two curvatures, a
signal with amplitude and modulation, was extracted as a result of many cycles for intrinsic
mode function (IMF) calculation. An IMF is a function in which the upper and lower
envelopes are symmetric, and the number of zero-crossings and the number of extremes
are equal or differ at most by one.

An x(t) signal was decomposed according to Equation (4) in the EMD method afterwards [31].

x(t) = ∑K
k=0 ck(t) + r(t) (4)

ck(t) denotes the amplitude- and frequency-modulated signal, and r(t) is the residual
value as a result of the decomposition. ck(t) is a quantity dependent on the phase angle
(Equation (5)).

ck(t) = ak(t) cos(∅k(t)) (5)

ak(t) represents the instantaneous positive amplitude magnitude of the frequency-
dependent signal resulting from modulation, and ∅k(t) is the instantaneous phase. Since
a frequency-dependent decomposition is carried out, the instantaneous frequency value
wk(t) is much smaller than the instantaneous phase value, but it is obtained from the
time-dependent derivation of this phase value. EMD decomposition continues until the
residual value become a monotonic function. No more IMFs are produced after this state is
reached. The termination criterion for the predefined threshold value is determined by the
normalized standard difference (NSD) (Equation (6)) [31].

NSD = ∑R
j=1
|bk−1(t)− bk(t)|2

b2
j (t)

(6)

where bk(t) represents the IMF values at each step. When performing a signal decomposi-
tion in the EMD method, it is mandatory to have a stopping criterion based on interpolation.
This situation has a component that have to constantly renews itself. In order to eliminate
such problems, new signal decomposition methods have started to be used. Recently,
the collective bandwidth of the modes was minimized [32] thanks to the VMD method,
which has adaptively instant optimization [33,34]. In the VMD method, the input signal
is reconstructed by combining the modulated signals that are divided into frequency and
amplitude parts. EMD decomposes the signal from high frequency to low frequency, while
VMD does the opposite. In this method, the signal is decomposed into M modes. All
modes are intensified in their own center frequencies. In Equation (7), the mathematical
expression of VMD is shown when the input signal u(t) is applied [35].
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min
iN , vM

{
∑M ‖∂t

[(
σ(t) +

j
πt

)
∗ iM

]
e−jvt‖2

2

}
(7)

Here, ∑M iM = u represents the input signal, iM(1, 2, 3, . . . L) represents each decom-
position mode, and vM is the center frequency. In the following stages, the Lagrange
multiplier and the penalty term are effectuated (Equation (8)).

Γ(iM, vM, λ) = α ∑M ‖∂t

[(
σ(t) +

j
πt

)
∗ iM

]
e−jvt‖2

2 + ‖u−∑ iM‖2
2 + 〈λ, u−∑ iM〉 (8)

where λ is dual slop, σ is Dirac distribution and α represents Lagrangian multiplier. In this
way, the calculations are repeated by switching to a new step in each iteration. Calculations
in the frequency domain result in mode decomposition in variational with the help of
Parseval/Plancherel Fourier isometry and Hermitian symmetry (Equation (9)).

vj+1
n =

∫ ∞
0 v|in(v)|2dv∫ ∞
0 |in(v)|

2dv
(9)

Therefore, the decomposition of modes around the center frequency is completed.
In both methods, the modes have different information within themselves while being
decomposed. In this way, the electrical breakdown process can be interpreted by analyzing
the current signals using these two methods. It is known that the discharges at high
frequencies decrease as the electrode gap increases. In addition, since synthetic ester liquid
had the best insulation characteristics in general, the probability of seeing disruptive points
or sections in the current waveform components of this oil were not high. Therefore, signal
decompositions were applied at the electrode gaps where the most durable oil had the
highest breakdown voltage and the worst performing oil in terms of durability had the
lowest breakdown voltage. Within the scope of both standards, the voltage rising rate
was applied at certain voltage amounts per second. In the evaluation and observation of
the IMFs that would occur during the decomposition of the signal corresponding to the
voltage increase, the isolation characteristic could not be revealed. Therefore, signals with a
duration of 500 ms just before the moment of breakdown were used in the decompositions.
In Figures 8 and 9, the decompositions of synthetic ester liquid with the methods of both the
VDE and disc electrode configurations at the 2.5 mm electrode gap are given, respectively.

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. EMD (a) and VMD (b) decomposition of synthetic ester liquid current signal under VDE
electrode arrangement (d = 2.5 mm).

Figure 9. EMD (a) and VMD (b) decomposition of synthetic ester liquid current signal under disc
electrode arrangement (d = 2.5 mm).

When Figures 8 and 9 are examined, IMF 5 and IMF 6 modes give clues about electrical
breakdown in EMD decomposition. The high number of noisy and deformed points in the
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waveforms of the signals in these modes indicates that the oil was broken down at an earlier
voltage level. For synthetic ester liquid, the breakdown voltage level at in VDE electrode
arrangement was higher. This can be clearly seen in the IMF 5 and IMF 6 mode signals in
the EMD decomposition. In particular, the fact that the IMF 6 signal had an almost clean
sine waveform indicates that this oil was suddenly fully discharged at a higher voltage
level. It is understood from this situation that the sharp corner effect of the disc electrode
will cause more discharge. The spherical curvature structure of the VDE electrode induces
less discharge and was a factor influencing the oil’s higher breakdown voltage.

When the current signals for synthetic ester in both electrode configurations were
decomposed by the VMD method, there appeared to be a difference in IMF modes and
signal shapes that provided clues about the breakdown. As the IMF 8 and IMF 9 signals
were compared for both electrode systems, the effect of high discharges at the disc electrodes
could be clearly seen. The IMF 9 signal at the VDE electrode had no noise or disruption.
However, although there was a sine waveform in the IMF 9 signal in the disc electrode
arrangement, the signal showed a distorted structure. This situation could be interpreted
as an indication that the oil would be broken down in a shorter time.

It can be clearly seen from Table 2 that natural ester breaks down under lower AC
voltages than synthetic ester. The decomposition signals produced by the EMD and VMD
methods for the current signals of natural ester at the 2 mm electrode gap under both
electrode arrangements are shown in Figures 10 and 11.

Figure 10. EMD (a) and VMD (b) decomposition of natural ester liquid current signal under VDE
electrode arrangement (d = 2 mm).
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Figure 11. EMD (a) and VMD (b) decomposition of natural ester liquid current signal under disc
electrode arrangement (d = 2 mm).

EMD separation finished earlier under the disc electrode arrangement, as can be clearly
seen in Figures 10 and 11. Especially in the waveforms of the IMF 6 and IMF 7 modes, it is
clear that there was less noise in the experiments using the disc electrodes. This situation
highlights a feature different from that of the synthetic ester liquid. As a result, less noise
in the EMD decomposition of the natural ester revealed that the insulation characteristic
of this oil is not the same as that of synthetic ester. Decomposition with the VMD method
demonstrated that the IMF 8 mode had a more decomposed waveform under the VDE
electrode arrangement. This situation revealed that the discharges affecting the distortion
were less at low frequencies. It also provided us with the insight that the natural ester liquid
had a lower breakdown voltage under the disc electrode configuration. Mineral oil was
determined to be the liquid dielectric with the worst insulating characteristics, according to
the results of the experiments with both electrode systems. Signal decomposition of this oil
at the minimum electrode gap is shown in Figures 12 and 13.
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Figure 12. EMD (a) and VMD (b) decomposition of mineral oil current signal under VDE electrode
arrangement (d = 1 mm).

Figure 13. Cont.
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Figure 13. EMD (a) and VMD (b) decomposition of mineral oil current signal under disc electrode
arrangement (d = 1 mm).

In the current signal decomposition of mineral oil by the EMD method, it was observed
that there were more parasitic points in the waveforms of the IMF 5, IMF 6 and IMF 7
modes in the disk electrode system. This indicated that the oil was fully discharged at
lower voltage under increased electric field stress. VMD decomposition did not reveal a
complete difference between the two electrode configurations because there was too much
discharge at the 1 mm electrode gap. Only IMF 9 appeared to have a cleaner sine wave in
the VDE electrode system. This indicated that the electrode structure had a feature that
eliminated discharges.

5. Lightning Impulse Voltage Experiments

An impulse voltage with negative polarity was implemented in the experimental
setup. The peak value of the impulse voltage was measured using a peak voltmeter over
the resistive voltage divider at the output of the generator. Impulse signal waveforms were
recorded with the help of an oscilloscope. In each measurement, the light emitted during
the discharge process in the test cell was registered using a photomultiplier-based method.
A Hamamatsu R1925A model photomultiplier with a spectral response range of 300–850
nm was used. This precise measurement was performed with a fiber optic cable comprising
37 individual fibers. The applied impulse voltage increment rate value was 5 kV. After
each impulse application, a time delay or waiting time of 1 min was applied before the
increasing the voltage to the next level, as required by [21]. Reliable results were obtained
when the impulse was applied at least four times before the breakdown occurred. Five
measuring procedures were performed, and the signals of voltage and light were recorded
for each. After a breakdown occurred, we waited for 30 min before continuing with the
measurements. Thirty minutes was the optimum time for the oil to recover and be ready
for the next test.

From the above, the breakdown voltage calculations in the LI tests were made by
taking the arithmetic mean of five BDVs collected from five measuring procedures. In
addition, the standard deviations (Equation (10)) of the breakdown voltages obtained from
these experiments, median values and error calculations (Equation (11)), according to the
mean, were also calculated. Time to Breakdown (TtB), which is an additional numerical
value that does not give precise information about the dielectric strength of the liquid but
does inform about liquid resistance to impulse stress, was also a focus of the LI-based
studies. The evaluation of TtB is vital, because the impulse voltage occurs in a very short
time. Additionally, when dividing the TtB by the constant 25 mm interelectrode gap, it
is possible to calculate the discharge propagation velocity. By taking the average of the
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values obtained from the five repeated experiments, the values measured and calculated as
a result of the impulse voltage tests were as listed in Table 10.

σ =

√
1

K− 1 ∑K
i=1(xi − x)2 (10)

σx =
σ√
K

(11)

Table 10. Characteristic values describing LI-based tests.

Electrode Type Mineral Oil Natural Ester Synthetic Ester

LI BDV average value [kV] 131.0 90.4 100.1
Standard deviation [kV] 12.2 4.3 13.7
Standard error of mean 5.4 1.9 6.1

Median [kV] 124.6 92.5 107.3
TtB [µs] 19.6 17.1 34.3

Propagation velocity [mm/µs] 1.8 1.9 0.7

As can be clearly seen from Table 10, the most durable liquid dielectric was mineral
oil. Even though mineral oil had the lowest breakdown voltage in the AC and DC voltage
tests, it was more resistant to possible impulse voltage than the esters, which confirmed
what is known in the literature [19,20,22,23]. In this particular case of impulse voltage, the
behavior of mineral oil could be assumed to occur in a manner opposite to its dielectric
performance as measured under AC and DC voltages. As a result of this approach, both
the synthetic ester and natural ester had to be broken down under impulse voltage at the
lowest electric field stress. In the results obtained, however, just as measured in the AC and
DC voltage tests, the insulation performance of the synthetic ester was higher than that of
the natural ester. Although natural ester had the lowest breakdown voltage under the LIV,
it was observed to have similar BDVs in all of the test repetitions when both the error and
standard deviation values were taken into account. Thus, the consistency of the results was
high in case of the natural ester. In turn, by analyzing the breakdown voltages measured
in all test repetitions, the stability of the synthetic ester was found to be the lowest in the
AC tests. It was recognized to exhibit similar behavior in the impulse voltage experiments,
with the highest standard deviation and error values.

The shortest TtB and slowest propagation velocity value for the synthetic ester could
be an indication that this liquid may be treated as a good insulator when stressed with
lightning impulse voltages. However, it was characterized by a much lower BDV than
that of mineral oil. The fact that the discharge took longer to reach the ground electrode
demonstrates that the discharge had a branched and wide structure. It also showed that
there were more disruptive and peak points in the impulse voltage and light signals. Still,
it is important to remember that lower propagation velocity means that a lower BDV is
measured. Examining these signals for each liquid and the values in Table 10 allowed the
opportunity to perform a combined evaluation of the performance of the liquids under LIV.
Figure 14 shows the measured waveforms for the mineral oil in and outside the electrical
breakdown states.

The red waveform in Figure 14 is the result of measurement of the illumination/shining
inside the test cell with the use of a photomultiplier. During the lightning measurement,
the oscilloscope voltdiv value was 2 V, and the voltdiv value of the impulse voltage (blue
waveforms in Figure 14) measured with the help of the resistive voltage divider was 50 V;
this, however, represents a 1000:1 voltage ratio of the divider, so 1 V is equal to 1 kV in a real
circuit. Measurements were recorded with a sampling frequency of 100 MHz These values
from the oscilloscope were the same in the graphs concerning all of the liquids tested.

As can be seen in Figure 14b, the tail time of the LIV was quite long when the break-
down occurred. In addition, after 2.43 µs, the measured lightning voltage was observed
to rebound in amplitude during the breakdown in mineral oil. This situation lasted for
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approximately 8 µs, then the resistance of the oil to the voltage stress ended. After this
event, the breakdown was completed, and a conductive path was formed between the
the electrodes. This is an indication that the mineral oil has an ability that it quickly tried
to recover itself to eliminate the effect of breakdown while during fully discharging. In
addition, although mineral oil had a higher breakdown voltage, there were not many
disruptive points in the pulse waveforms.

Figure 14. Examples of voltage and light waveforms collected during LI tests in mineral oil:
(a) without breakdown, (b) when breakdown occurs.

When the impulse voltage and light waveforms of the natural ester were examined, it
was observed that there were more degradative and peak points in the light signal without
breakdown compared to the mineral oil. These types of peaks were greater both in number
and amplitude. This indicates that there was more discharge in the natural ester. A peak
point not seen in the mineral oil was detected at the point where the impulse voltage
signal started at the time of breakdown for the natural ester. Although the TtB value of
the ester was normally lower than that of mineral oil, more discharges were due to the its
characteristic behavior under LIV. In particular, intense disruptive peaks between 1.75 µs
and 15.95 µs in the light signal significantly reduced the insulation resistance of this liquid.
It is clearly seen in Figure 15 that this was the reason why the natural ester liquid was the
weakest dielectric under LI stress.

Figure 15 shows the measured waveforms of natural ester under LIV.
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Figure 15. Examples of voltage and light waveforms collected during LI tests in natural ester:
(a) without breakdown, (b) when breakdown occurs.

The waveforms for the synthetic ester with and without breakdown state are given
in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Examples of voltage and light waveforms collected during LI tests in synthetic ester:
(a) without breakdown, (b) when breakdown occurs.

The measured waveforms of the synthetic ester liquid had the most noisy and disrup-
tive points. The synthetic ester liquid had a TtB value showing that it needed 74.94% more
time than mineral oil and 100.64% more time than natural ester to complete its electrical
breakdown. In addition, the synthetic ester had a spreading rate approximately 2.4 times
slower than that of the other two liquids. The characteristic increase in branched discharge
channels was because of their slower propagation. Although the synthetic ester had more
disruptive points in the light signal, its dielectric strength was better than that of natural
ester. The light signal had difficulty in returning to its natural position, especially in the
case of electrical breakdown, and large discharges were observed that were not seen in the
other two liquids.

6. Conclusions

The selection of suitable liquid dielectrics for transformers is vital. The place where
the transformer will be installed and its electrical characteristics significantly affect this
choice. Considering that dielectric liquids have different production processes and chemical
properties, examination of their electrical parameters is one of the most critical steps in
this selection. The fact that transformers operate under AC voltage in normal conditions
does not mean that they are not exposed to different voltage types during their operating
life. In this study, electrical tests of mineral oil, natural ester and synthetic ester, which are
widely used in transformers, were carried out. The liquids used in the tests came out of
the same production chain for each liquid separately. Therefore, the fact that the liquid
had the same properties in every detail was very important for a healthy comparison of
the results of these tests. In this study, AC, negative DC and lightning impulse voltage
tests were carried out in laboratories with the same environmental conditions. AC and
negative DC voltage tests were performed at the same electrode gaps using the same
electrode configurations, following the ASTM D1816-84a and ASTM D877-87 standards.
The negative polarity impulse voltage tests were carried out within the scope of the IEC
60897 standard. As a result of all of these tests, the following conclusions were reached:

- Higher breakdown voltages were measured with the VDE electrode arrangement
under AC voltage, although the voltage rising speed in this electrode configuration
was much lower (0.5 kV/s) than in the disc electrode configuration (3 kV/s). In the
VDE-based electrode configuration, the decrease in the electrode gap also reduced the
breakdown voltage differences between the liquids. Synthetic ester was measured
as the liquid with the best dielectric strength at all electrode gaps. The breakdown
voltage of mineral oil at the smallest electrode gap was only 0.82 kV, lower than
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that of natural ester. Such a small difference indicates that mineral oil has insulation
performance similar to that of natural ester liquid at small gaps where transformer
windings are closest to each other.

- In the disc electrode arrangement, the mineral oil showed better insulation resistance,
although not very high, at the 2.5 mm electrode gap. In this electrode configuration,
a high amount of ionization due to the sharp corner effect reduced the breakdown
voltages of all liquids. The difference was measured in the tendency toward maximum
breakdown stress reduction at 1 mm for mineral oil, 2 mm for natural ester liquid and
2.5 mm for synthetic ester liquid. However, the differences between the breakdown
stresses of the liquids were more stable in comparison to those observed with the VDE
electrode system.

- The standard deviation values obtained from the breakdown voltages of the oils
through five repetitions under AC voltage provided information about the stable
states of the oils. Accordingly, the breakdown voltage levels were close to each other
in each repetition, showing that the behavior of the test liquid was easier to predict. In
the VDE electrode arrangement, the highest stability in terms of breakdown voltage
was observed in mineral oil between test repetitions at wide electrode gaps.

- In the negative DC experiments, the breakdown voltages of the liquids at the 2.5 mm
electrode gap were measured at similar levels with the two different electrode con-
figurations. This type of voltage reduced the sharp corner effect of the disc electrode
at wide electrode gaps. Especially with this electrode arrangement, mineral oil and
synthetic ester liquid increased their insulation performance at all electrode gaps. Con-
sidering the calculated standard deviation values, the stability of the liquids changed
adversely at the 1 mm electrode gap.

- Significant differences emerged in the decomposition of current signals during the
500 ms interval before the moment of breakdown under AC voltage using the EMD
and VMD methods. The fact that the IMF 5 and IMF 6 modes were noiseless in the
EMD method at the 2.5 mm electrode gap revealed that the tested oil had a higher
breakdown voltage. For this gap, this was an important finding for an accurate
examination that the IMF 8 mode in the VMD decomposition, which is contained
noise points, can be determined as a clue to electrical breakdown. The early end of
EMD decomposition at the 2 mm gap was an indication that that oil had a lower
breakdown voltage. The very noisy waveforms of IMF 5, IMF 6 and IMF 7 as a result
of EMD at the 1 mm electrode gap demonstrated that there were a high number of
discharges and ionizations in a very short distance.

- The higher breakdown voltage of mineral oil in the impulse voltage tests was quite the
opposite from the results obtained from the experiments using the AC and negative DC
voltages, but in accordance with reports in the literature. The fact that mineral oil had
fewer peaks and interference points in the light waveforms than the other two liquids
may mean that it has higher insulation resistance. However, it should be taken into
account also that all three liquids may be characterized by different light absorption
coefficients, which will be a scope for future works by the authors. Thus, when the
impulse voltage is taken into consideration, the ester-based transformer application must
be treated with special care. In addition, the higher number of light pulses registered in
esters indicated that they are less resistant against impulse voltage stress.

As a result of all measurements and calculations made within the scope of this paper,
it was clearly shown that when assessing dielectric liquids from the viewpoint of voltage
stresses, evaluating only the AC breakdown voltage is not the only correct method for
the selection of a liquid for a transformer. When making that choice, which is much more
complicated, it is important to examine the dielectric performance of the liquids under
all stresses likely to occur. Choosing the right liquid dielectric as a result of a combined
evaluation is the most important way to ensure maximum efficiency from the transformer.
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